“Radical municipalism”—foreign to many Americans, less so to Europeans—has recently gained recognition in the United States. This may make it a virtual canary in the coal mine, for attention paid to this brand of activism may signal a sea-change in our national mood, revealing the depth of our despair.

Enter the radical municipalists who have given up on state and federal government. They see the top-down initiatives of government as having failed to remedy poverty, oppression, injustice, and environmental plundering. For them, it was a short step from disappointment to wholesale rejection of hope based on “neoliberal capitalism.” It’s no coincidence, then, that they are moved by the libertarian municipal confederalism envisioned by Murray Bookchin (d. 2006).

The Promise
Radical municipalists agree that cities, given their political scale and accessibility, provide the ideal platforms to launch a post-capitalist movement. Their aim is to get rid of centralized, hierarchical government and corporate institutions. In their view of radical democracy, confederated directly democratic municipalities will fill the gap.

One such municipality is Barcelona. It has been touted by radical municipalists as remade “. . . to break the bounds of traditional party politics and to challenge institutional politics as they currently exist. . . .” by cultivating oppositional power from the bottom up. “Thrilling promises keep being made: reinventing democracy, re-modeling institutions into structures for self-organization, overcoming national exclusions, building bridges into post-capitalism and so on.”

But does radical municipalism make sense for the United States? Does it fit our history, our constitutional form of government and mixed economy, and the challenges we’re facing as a nation?

Strategic Shortfalls
The radical municipalists want not only to change our form of government and to break free from our reliance on capitalism. They also hope to end the United States of America as a nation-state.

But they seem not to have articulated a strategy to accomplish that. How will they, for example, deal with the political sensibilities of our citizens regarding the end of the U.S.A.? And how will they circumvent the requirements of the U.S. Constitution? Radical municipalists may have in mind to build enough power to seize control of the cities, but they tell us nothing of what they think it will take to succeed in major urban municipalities in the United States.

We can expect, for instance, that the organized opposition to radical municipalism in a city like Los Angeles would be overwhelming. Bankers, developers, realtors, landowners, media conglomerates, and corporations generally, in anticipation of attempts to “municipalize” their assets, would all turn out to oppose it.

The ideological rhetoric of radical municipalism may soar, but the methodology on the ground is inexplicably pedestrian. Its advocates seem not to fully comprehend what’s required to counteract the power of entrenched opposition to their ideological and institutional objectives. They fail to articulate an informed, street-wise understanding of urban politics, specifically how corporations and the wealthy dominate municipal public powers.

We imagine, considering their writing and rhetoric, they have little hands-on experience of the last century’s professional labor, community, and faith-based organizing in the U.S. They don’t acknowledge the demands of recruiting, educating and training professional organizers, or the need to institutionalize the kind of fundraising mechanism—like union dues, faith-community tithe, or government tax—that makes possible an accelerating, long-term, national movement.

Additionally, the failure to do base-building can distance radical activists from the face-to-face relationships needed to understand citizens’ day-to-day hopes and challenges. This would include their self-interested political perspectives and dependence on conservative-oriented institutions for employment. In the absence of these understandings, ideologues are likely to be leading a parade with few followers.

But even more critically, radical ideologues seem to be unconscious of or indifferent to the indispensable role played by religious moral vision and morally inspired action, which are the underpinning of virtually all popular movements that achieve substantial progress for the commonweal.
More surprising is that the radical municipalists, as far as we can tell, make no distinction between (1) municipalities in polycentric systems, such as our own structure of local, state, and national governments, which are mandated by the U.S. and state constitutions, and (2) municipalities in monocentric states, such as the U.K. and much of the rest of the world.

In the U.K. and virtually everywhere else in Europe, municipalities exist (more or less) as extensions of unitary national governments, which are often administered by liberal parties. These national governments can mandate progressive changes in virtually all local governments.

In the U.S., however, municipalities are mandated by the 50 state governments and subject to their legislatures, which are often dominated by reactionary Republicans elected from rural districts. These municipalities demand a much more sophisticated, long-range organizing strategy.

Municipalities Take Over
The radical municipalists may see municipalities as the ideal platform from which to launch their movement, but they say little or nothing about who or what will take the place of state and federal government.

Murray Bookchin, whom many regard as the father of radical municipalism, rejected institutional power exercised by governments above the municipal level. He believed “...we must... end domination and hierarchy at every level....” But he did not say who or what would ensure the lawful behavior needed for political and economic life to continue between municipalities and beyond them.

He did, however, see the necessity for a higher level of municipal administration, beyond the local assembly. This higher level would be administered by representatives, designated by the assemblies, who would act without legislative or policy-making powers.

But did he, then, imagine that such confederations would be responsible for the details of public policy now enforced by the states and nation? In California, such an arrangement would make representatives from municipalities responsible for 29 statutory codes, including vehicle, criminal, commercial, elections, family, food and agriculture, and health and safety—to name a few. And then there are all the federal statutory codes, which govern interstate commerce, aviation, postal service, etc. There’s no end to it.

Further, did Bookchin anticipate what would happen if municipalities were to take over private enterprise? Should we expect, for instance, that municipalities would assume ownership of previously national airlines, trucking firms, and railroads?

What about natural resources? Are we to assume that the confederations would be able to settle conflicts over the uneven distribution of resources such as water and mineral-rich wilderness land?

What about atomic waste?

More importantly, did Bookchin also imagine that municipal confederations would cooperate to raise an army in the event of a threat to the country by a foreign power? Or are we to assume that when the nation-state no longer exists, we won’t have armed forces. In effect, will the land and all it contains be open for the taking by any malevolent force, internal or external? And if there’s no nation-state, would citizens still have “constitutional” rights? And if those rights were violated, what independent judicial power could be petitioned to impose the rule of law and protect them?

And what, precisely, qualifies local assemblies to be the sole arbiters of policy that affects much larger geo-political constituencies?

Tactics as Strategies
Perhaps, understandably, the radical municipalists have decided to participate in city governments—rather than to protest against them or negotiate with them. They have replaced strategy with the tactic of winning municipal elections. However, they don’t say how, practically, they will convert the citizenry into a radical electorate to achieve those victories.

The radical municipalists apparently believe that their ideology and democratization rhetoric will, in time, achieve the desired effect—a colossal institutional transformation. They often express enthusiasm for urban municipalities that are becoming democratized, which they believe is “...happening in practice in towns and cities all over the world.”

Their belief mirrors Bookchin's futurism, which appears to be ungrounded in any realistic social strategy or social action methodology. What we're seeing in the much-heralded activity in Barcelona, for example, are informal neighborhood assemblies that serve as the infrastructure of a progressive national political party. This partisan-party development is far from an effective way to permanently end the predations of largely unregulated capitalism.

One thing in all this is clear: electing liberals, progressives, or radicals to public office never produces institutionalized directly democratic assemblies. Elected officeholders, regardless of their politics or policy preferences, would as soon catch the plague as diminish their own institutional power.

We, personally, would like to see cities governed more progressively, but we don’t have any illusions that electing progressives is going to bring about structural change that will permanently empower the grassroots citizenry or undo the institutionalized inequality of power that is poisoning American life.

In the final analysis, the success or failure of radical municipalism in the United States may depend less on its own limitations or organized opposition to it than on a lack of citizen support, electoral or otherwise. It’s highly unlikely to become a popular movement large enough to overcome the entrenched power of what amounts to a brotherhood of billionaires and their political and corporate cronies.

Nonpartisan Public Power
The radical municipalists may be engaged by the vision of directly democratic municipal assemblies, but we have not been able to find much in their writings about the essential role of public powers. Possibly that’s because they have only seen them applied by represen-
tative governments corrupted by capitalist predations. Without public powers, those local assemblies amount to nothing more than informal gatherings of similarly interested individuals who may decide to submit a proposal to their local government that does exercise public powers.

In fact, beyond New England and Switzerland, directly democratic assemblies with institutionalized public powers are nonexistent. Moreover, the popular assemblies that do exist within municipal districts and neighborhoods are not promising as institutionalized means of radical, progressive or liberal structural empowerment. These celebrated assemblies will not fulfill the promise of radical municipalism because, without exception, they are designed to be advisory, impermanent, without vested public powers, and toothless.

The radicals wax enthusiastic about the history of directly democratic assemblies that “. . . began small, local, and seemingly up against impossible odds.” But they seem to ignore the fact that such assemblies were almost always “crushed” by judicial, police, and military forces, controlled by elites who used national partisan parties—both right and left—to centralize the public powers in their own hands.

More importantly, institutionally empowered directly democratic assemblies, by definition, are nonpartisan. But the assumption of the radical municipalists, is that their assemblies will be politically progressive. The radicals may claim to be dedicated to giving a voice to the aspirations of the people, but it’s clear they expect those aspirations and that voice to agree with them, to be anti-capitalist, libertarian, and ecologically progressive at all times.

Academic and professional proponents of municipal reform argue, however, and they cite peer-reviewed research, that direct democracy is much more likely to produce conservative or reactionary commitments. Our experience is that the demos in this country is neither inherently progressive nor reactionary on issues—it is nonpartisan.

**The Promise of Direct Democracy**

Whatever the benefits of directly democratic assemblies, we are not going to eliminate the nation-state for the sake of a radical ideology. That would be a mistake of historic proportions and it is a political absurdity. Moreover, we are not going to trade a mixed economic system for one that is libertarian. That would be another gigantic mistake. Both proposals would strain credulity to the breaking point for almost all Americans.

What we should be seeking in both the political and economic spheres is (1) a mixed economy, as we have now, but with substantially more governmental regulation of capitalism; and (2) a deepening of democracy through the institutionalization of public powers in directly democratic, non-partisan assemblies, acting as a lower tier of metropolitan government.

Thankfully, the United States has a four-century-old model of direct democracy, which is based on a common moral-spiritual vision of public life, a shared history of building family and community, a recognition of the need for mutual aid to deal with common problems, and a practice of advisory leadership.

That tradition conclusively demonstrates that partisan ideologues are persona non grata in directly democratic assemblies. As confirmed in the experience of “open” New England towns, ideological purists—capitalist, socialist, libertarian, or whatever—find themselves without intellectual maneuvering room in the pragmatic dialogue and decision-making of the demos.

**A Strategy for Direct Democracy**

How can we build on our four-century history of direct democracy in New England to achieve directly democratic metropolitan government throughout the country?

Whatever else we might say, institutionalizing directly democratic assemblies with public powers will require a strategic, multi-decade, professionally organized movement—not simply an ideological vision.

If the directly democratic assemblies of the future are to emerge as nonpartisan, the organizing that promotes their formation must have a history of nonpartisanship. The assemblies they organize must be committed to equality, equity, accessibility, accountability, efficiency, and economy.

Lastly, the vanguard organizing ideally would be undertaken by recognized and respected professional-organizer networks that have a history of successfully doing the following:

- Establishing durable organizations in a diversity of long-lived communities in many metropolitan areas of the country;
- Promoting a compelling moral-spiritual vision;
- Recruiting and training thousands of leaders and members;
- Continuously upgrading their own in-depth knowledge and skills with which to mentor grassroots leaders;
- Mobilizing tens of thousands of citizens in disciplined actions to challenge and negotiate with institutional decision-makers;
- Sustaining decades-long, multi-issue campaigns to serve the commonweal;
- Including diverse populations in their membership, leadership, and professional staff; and
- Educating the public to understand and support political and social movement.

In face-to-face democracy, as de Tocqueville observed: “. . . people both learn the skills of citizenship and develop a taste for freedom; thereafter they form an active rather than deferential, apathetic, or privatized constituency for state and national representation, an engaged public for national issues.”

Our organizing mission for this century should be to rebuild the institutions of democracy at their roots. We can begin by ensuring that every citizen is permanently empowered to act politically, as a fully endowed human being and as a member of a directly democratic assembly with institutionalized public powers. Nothing we have been doing can take the place of institutionalizing directly democratic political roles, rights, and resources for every citizen.
That is, the powers exercised by governments, including law-making, taxing, appropriating and spending public funds, policing, taking property by eminent domain, and marketing bonds that pay non-taxable interest.
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8 That is, the powers exercised by governments, including law-making, taxing, appropriating and spending public funds, policing, taking property by eminent domain, and marketing bonds that pay non-taxable interest.
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20 Clearly, the U.S. brand of capitalism has a long way to go to achieve a decent and dignified quality of life for the vast majority of the people. The possibility has been shown to be practicable in a mixed economy, one described as a “capitalist paradise,” by Finland. See Anu Partanen and Trevor Corson, “Finland Is a Capitalist Paradise,” New York Times (December 8, 2019). From the viewpoint of a contemporary political campaign, Elizabeth Warren has opined: “I like markets. I believe that capitalism can produce enormous value. But capitalism without rules is theft, and one of those rules should be progressive taxation. Everybody pays their fair share. And one of those rules should be you don’t get to crush the opposition. That’s not how markets work. And that’s a battle we had at the end of the 1800s and into the early 1900s, and it’s a battle we need to have again. The giants have grown and they exercise so much economic power, but they also exercise too much political power.” See the Editorial Board, “Elizabeth Warren, Senator from Massachusetts,” New York Times (January 14, 2020).
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